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Introduction
hoot has 18 years’ experience in creativity
and mental health. Care and maintenance
of mental health is a vital part of our lives
and working with the experienced, skilled
and compassionate hoot team can help
establish wellbeing techniques through
creativity.
Our commissioned service offers 2 distinct
strands of creative activity:
Out of the Blue is for those aged 18+
living in Kirklees with a mental health
condition or wanting to support their
wellbeing. This programme offers a
wealth of creative groups and activities
plus one to ones with experienced
Creative Support Workers.
Ultimately we hope to facilitate
progression to greater independence to
ensure that people live fuller more
enriching lives as a consequence of
engagement with the arts.

Breathing Space offers positive
creative time together for people
living with dementia and their
partner, carer or support worker.

Out of the Blue

through the pandemic
This year has been very different from the
one planned. Lockdown began in March,
and we needed to develop a new way to
reach people with our offer of creativity for
wellbeing.
Following a period of experimentation the
Out of the Blue programme in June
moved initially entirely online to its own
private website, hoot from home, with 5
art forms being delivered: visual art,
music, singing, digital music, and creative
writing.
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A new online delivery model was developed
for arts activities and is ongoing:
Professional community artists post a new
activity each week
An online gallery to upload creative work
as images, audio, video or text. Users can
comment and react to others work, with
staff present to comment and encourage.
Text forums for users to discuss ideas or
share resources.
Weekly live chats for users to interact in
real time. Formats to do this include text
chat, video call (with options for camera
and audio off) or a live stream.
Responding to feedback around the impact
of isolation we host a ‘Maker Space’ Zoom
session– where people can spend an hour
in each other’s company whilst working on
their own creative projects.
Activities are facilitated using the skills that
artists and staff imbue into everything we do:
making art accessible, challenging people
gently, enabling participants to see their own
value and connecting people to others.
Co-production remains at the heart of our
offer: participant volunteers tested the initial
site set up; we developed the new sessions in
conjunction with participants; we remained
responsive throughout the year as we finetuned the offer based on feedback; the website
enabled people to connect with each other
independently and the genesis of much of the
art developed and displayed is truly a
demonstration that everyone has skills to
share and experience to offer.
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hoot from home
3864 visits
1150 comments/replies
731 posts to the site
>7 hours online each week*
*on average per person

>21

HOURS SPENT OFFLINE

per person each week on average,
continuing their creative work
independently.

128

ACTIVITY VIDEOS CREATED

and 4 welcome & introductory videos.
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hoot by post
A parallel offline version of activities for those
unable to access the internet was developed.
hoot from home booklets are available for
visual art, creative writing and music and offer
accessible, exciting weekly creative activities
alongside regular phone support from our
artists and creative support workers.

30

CREATIVE BOOKLETS

featuring visual arts and creative writing
delivered to people at home

>188

HOURS OF PHONECALLS AND EMAILS
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Challenges &
solutions
The year was not without difficulties.
Some participants struggled with online
access and others didn’t engage with the
booklets as it was the in-person social
contact they missed most.
We continued to offer phone support on
an as-needed basis with people who might
be particularly vulnerable but we
acknowledge that for some people nothing
can replace in-person creative sessions.
Staff were also impacted by the pandemic
– directly and indirectly. We upped the
staff support by having increased team
wellbeing check-ins, outside pastoral
support and a supportive approach from
the senior management who have been
understanding around staff needs such as
childcare, caring responsibilities and
generalised stress.

keeping in touch with service users

146

OUT OF THE BLUE PARTICIPANTS

engaged with us, whether that was
accessing online/offline sessions or not,
our staff checked in on them & regularly
stayed in contact

As we look forward to the year 2021-22 the
pressures that remain include balancing the
online delivery with in-person sessions as
restrictions allow. We know from feedback
that many people find online provision more
accessible, it allows for their mental health
and gives them the freedom to connect with
others as and when they choose. Offering
both online and in-person sessions
simultaneously is our goal but as both
styles of delivery are resource-heavy we
need to work out how to do this sustainably.
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Highlights

Click
to play

This year we delivered our signature mix of

LAUNCHING ONLINE DELIVERY
Within just 3 months we
developed a brand new online
interactive creative activity
hub, hoot from home.

exciting and innovative art forms including
graphic scores, group compositions, digital
music software experimentation, Indian
music, tie dye art, Zines, poetry and jazzinspired composition. Guest artists included
musician Supriya Nagarajan, visual artist
Musarat Raza, music students from Leeds
Conservatoire, visual artist Vic Cruz and
poet Winston Plowes. We also held regular

BARING FOUNDATION

The esteemed arts and wellbeing
organisation, The Baring Foundation,
featured the Out of the Blue programme
in their blog on remote delivery of arts.

BBC RADIO LEEDS
Out of the Blue artists Rob Crisp & Sally
Barker led live on-air creative workshops,
CEO Gavin Clayton spoke about hoot's work.

volunteer peer support sessions over Zoom
with our team of volunteers.

WORLD MENTAL HEALTH DAY
We opened up our online
singing offer for anyone to
have a go on world mental
health day.
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hoot's marketing team worked closely with
Working Together Better partners to
develop a concise & informative
promotional video

WOOD.ST.OCK FILM FEST
Music and a film by the online music
group played at this online film festival
hosted by Northern Quarter, Huddersfield.
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with the content from the Out
of the Blue and Breathing Space
projects, on social media.
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Outcomes

All Out of the Blue participants co-produce a
Creative Arts Plan (CAP) with a Creative
Support Worker that explores what they
want to achieve and how they might get
there. This year, CAPs were carried out
either through online surveys or as
telephone calls.
External evaluator, Luminaire Consulting,
analysed all CAPs this year and the
excerpts below are from their report,
themed under each Way to Well-being.

Case studies

Participant artwork

John found hoot through a support group he attended
and he self-referred to hoot during the lockdown period.
This means that John has so far only accessed our
online offer - hoot from home - so his testimony
demonstrates that our remote offer can certainly have
an impact.
He said that attending hoot sessions has boosted his
confidence and creativity: “It has made me believe I’m
worth something, and I do have something to say and
contribute in the Arts. In these times of Covid I have
been inspired by others at hoot and also to know that I
have inspired others is a great feeling. [without hoot] I
imagine my life would be quite empty musically”

John says his wellbeing has benefited vastly from being involved with hoot: “It has been great
for "getting out of my thinking head" and into my creative head - a brilliant distraction.”

Isabelle had been attending singing and art sessions at hoot prior to the pandemic through a
referral from her psychologist. In 2020 the lockdown meant we had to move creative sessions to
our online platform – hoot from home - and Isabelle carried on participating.
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She was shielding during the pandemic and says of hoot from home “…it gave me contact with
other people in a virtual way, if I hadn’t have done sessions with hoot I would have been
extremely isolated. hoot has been a bit of a lifeline as it gave me a focus, gave meaning to the
days of the week. Sessions were something I could look forward to, something tangible I could
hang on to.”
For Isabelle the impact of hoot has been multifaceted – she says that “being creative has taken
me back to doing things I loved; It's taken me back to things I didn’t realise I’d missed.” - whilst the
social aspect has also been crucial: “without hoot I would have been extremely isolated, this has
been the biggest thing for me.”
All names and identifying details have been changed.

Participant artwork

KPI highlights
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of hoot has supported
you to be a part of a
community?
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With hoot in your life, do
you feel that you can selfmanage mental health
issues /wellbeing?

94%

Has being involved with hoot
this year had a positive
impact on your overall health
and wellbeing?
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Ways to well-being
BE ACTIVE

The pandemic affected people’s ability
to keep active: this year was mostly
been limited to walking and cycling.
Barriers to keeping active included
being worried about going out due to
COVID-19.
“I’ve been keeping active by cycling 12
miles every day.”
“I’m too wary of others outside and what
germs they carry.”

BE CREATIVE

has the largest increase in scores this
year.
hoot from home activities
have helped people to remain creative;
providing inspiration to continue
throughout their week. However, for
some, the pandemic has had a negative
effect on confidence and inspiration.
“Visual art online has really helped
me to keep trying & am enjoying
when I do.”

CONNECT

GIVE

“hoot from home has really helped
me to connect with others, I enjoyed
live sessions & sharing work with
others.”

“I have an elderly friend I try to check in
with regularly”
“I’ve felt a lot less able to give to others
which is something I’d like to work on”

KEEP LEARNING

TAKE NOTICE

The pandemic has had a significant
impact on how connected people feel.
Some have been able to adapt to online
social contact, whilst others have found
this difficult. hoot from home has
helped people to remain connected to
others.

Online learning has provided lots of
opportunities over the last year;
learning languages, politics and finding
new music. Some people have also
learned through experimenting with
creative work, and trying different
techniques and media.

People are still finding ways to give
through informal volunteering or acts of
kindness. Some people commented
that they have felt less able to give
during the pandemic but that they are
looking for ways to overcome this.

Taking notice was described in two
distinct ways by participants; as external
observations and as internal
observations. One person identified that
they have been taking notice less due to
not having as many opportunities out and
about.

“I’ve been adapting and finding new
ways of communicating and working”

“Listening to the birds was great at first
when everything had quietened down.”

“Weaving on loom, with experimental
design”

“l love nature in the local landscape
and the changes of seasons. I take
many photos and I’m hoping to make
art based in my local area.”
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Breathing Space
Covid-19 enforced a very different Breathing
Space offer in 2020/21.
At the beginning of lockdown participants were
phoned to check on their wellbeing. Contact has
been maintained, but we found that people’s
immediate priority was to focus on their more
concentrated carer responsibilities.
Following an audit on participants’ access and
capacity to use various technologies it became
clear that for the majority a virtual offer would
not be appropriate; we needed to develop a
quality, innovative offer which would be easy to
engage with.

Creative booklets
We created a booklet
with a selection of visual
arts activities to create
stimulus and focus; with
space for people to
record time spent on
activities and note any
impact on wellbeing.
Resource packs
containing a sketch pad,
variety of brushes, paints,
and charcoal accompanied the booklet.
Regular calls were made to check on
wellbeing and progress.
While some found parts of the booklet
challenging without the support of an artist and
other group members, others used it as a spring
board for further creative activity. Everyone
appreciated the arts resources.
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Following the booklet, musicians offered both
individual and group song writing activities via
postcards and phone calls. Participants'
musical musings were brought together to
create bespoke, individual songs.
Beautiful songs were created even though
some members found this method of song
writing exposing without the support,
company, and inspiration of other group
members. One participant commented “It’s the
interaction you miss, the taking notice.”
Participants who found the activity challenging
still appreciated the chance to talk to the artist.
Listen
here

I like to sing songs
together. I miss not being
able to go to the singing
group. I feel pleased and
happy when we’ve had a
chat and a sing.
Sadly carers noticing the mental and physical
deterioration of the cared-for due to the lack of
interaction and stimulation became a familiar
theme of conversations, along with loneliness,
boredom and isolation.
Activities continued to be developed and
refined based on feedback. Participants felt a
lot of benefit from chatting on the phone and
this was developed into a framework for
conversations which focused on the things that
make them happy and favourite things,
starting with the question “How do you like
your tea?”

I have felt isolated. I got more out of your phone calls than
anything else that’s been done. We miss everything about hoot.
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Some put their phones on speaker and
spent quality time reminiscing and sharing
memories with each other and with hoot
staff. Related creative activities were
posted out too. Participants took photos of
things they talk about and share them with
us. These photos combined with
conversation notes will be compiled to
make a personal memento for each
person who takes part.

111 phone calls
1240 minutes
18 participants
We enjoy the phone calls immensely.
We look forward to them because it’s
contact from hoot and the outside
world which we’ve had little of; it’s
Tuesday, Moira will be ringing. She lets
us reminisce as well as telling her
about us. It finds locked up memories.
The conversation continues after the
phone call till we get fed up of hearing
each other!
We appreciate the calls. All things
considered you’ve done well
encouraging us to try things. You
should be applauded for doing what
you’ve done. I’ve felt like I’m still part
of the hoot community. The music
and the artwork gave us purpose.
We enjoyed the music: S played the
keyboard. When we listened to the
CD and heard S playing the first few
bars it was fantastic. She used to
play a lot many years ago and hoot
has got her playing again.
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Highlights
GROUP SONG WRITING

The song was recorded using
the varied contributions & sent
to the thrilled participants. One
person played accompanying
keyboard over the phone which
was recorded & added to the
track. She is now playing
keyboard again after many
years of not doing so. One
participant played it to her
Admiral Nurse who was so
impressed she asked for a
copy for herself.

SINGING TOGETHER

For some people, finding words
to talk can be challenging but we
work with someone who can
remember songs that she
previously sang in the hoot
group. She gets a lot of
pleasure from singing with the
staff member over the phone.

CARE HOME SING

Singing & music artists sang
Christmas songs with residents
(from outside) at a local care
home. Families joined in
remotely via zoom & after
many months of distance,
we're able to see their family
member enjoying the chance
to sing & have fun.
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Finance

Staffing costs (inc in house artists x3,
salaries & management)

80%

Overheads/General Running Costs

4%

Project costs (includes materials,
equipment, Artists fees etc.)

6%

Premises (rates, rent, maintenance)

9%

Other staffing costs (travel, external
supervision, training)

1%

Kirklees Council
NHS CCGs
Underspend

b/f from previous year

£165,557.00
£28,572.80
£8,394.78

Total income available £202,524.58

Vision
We are hopeful – whilst being cautious and
following local and national government
guidelines - about the return to face to face
sessions in the Autumn. The hoot premises
are still in the process of being altered to
accommodate better ventilation, a one way
system, separate ‘zones’ for delivery and
administration etc. as per the external
consultant’s report and recommendations
The challenge for us is how to adapt and
provide an accessible service to as many
Kirklees residents as possible whilst
capitalising on what we have learnt during
lockdown. We are currently costing up a
‘Spectrum’ delivery model: working on ways to
deliver in-person sessions that can be live

Out of the Blue & Breathing
Space are funded by

streamed and interactive to those who prefer
to access from home, and/or continue with
our current on line delivery model hoot from
home. This approach would require
sustainable resources to manage the
complex and time consuming technical
implications.
The developments for the year ahead that we
place particular importance on are:
maintaining an offer to a wide cohort of
people whilst working within safe numbers;
ensuring the building and our procedures are
as safe as possible; making sure that the
partnership approach continues to play a key
role; against a backdrop of risk and anxiety
we strive to maintain creativity at the heart of
all we do.

